
Programming Assignment 2

CS315-003-Fall 2018
JWJ CS UK (do not distribute)

due December 1, 2018

1 Project Requirements

Your task is to design an efficient solution for the Conurbation and Telecommunication Project problem: to implement your
solution; to test it; and to describe and discuss the solution and the results. The main points of this assignment: modeling a
computational problem as a graph problem, applying an efficient graph algorithm, conducting experimental analysis (testing
and timing) of a program; writing short report/documentation (README)

Figure 1: Kentucky Metropolitan Statistical Areas: from www.kyatlas.comkentucky-msa.html
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Problem statement: description

The government of one of the states is planning to fund the major development of a fast modern computer network. Its Engineering
and Planning Department (EPD) has prepared a map of the cities with a layout of direct potential connections between selected pairs
of the cities; due to existing topographical/technical difficulties of laying the network not all connections are viable and, therefore, not
all pairs of the cities are directly connected in this map, but they all are connected at least indirectly. For each of the direct connection,
EPD estimated the operating cost for this connection the cost of resources used by the government to maintain this particular direct
connection.

The government has economical goals and requirements for the future network: (1) each pair of the cities must be connected, directly
or indirectly; (2) to support conurbation as a development mechanism that promotes economic ties throughout areas, the network must
have at least one city that uses all of the connections in the plan prepared by the Planning Department. And last but not least, (3)
the constructed network shall minimize the future operation costs among all possible solutions satisfying the above requirements (1)
and (2). Additionally, the government wants to know what would be the cost of the network that satisfies the requirements (1) and
(3) but not necessarily (2).

Your task is to help the government with selecting connections from the map provided by the Engineering and Planning Department
that will be included in the proposed network.

Input and output:

The input consist of a number of lines. The first line gives to numbers: N and M denoting the number of cities and the number of
connections in the EPD plan. The next M lines include there numbers y z, each: information about each connection: a pair of the
directly connected cities x y, and then operational cost z for that connection. Note that the operational cost does not need to be an
integer number. The last line contains two zeros marking the end of the input. Restrictions: 1 ≤ N ≤ 200000 and N−1 ≤ M ≤ 200000.
In the description of connections, each represented by a triple x y z, the restrictions are 0 ≤ x, y < M and x! = y. You can assume
that the total operating costs do not exceed 231, and that the network is connected. There is no specific order of edges, each edge is
listed only once, for example, as ’11 30 2018’, or as ’30 11 2018’.

The output consist of four lines, one number per line, except for a special case of n ≤ 20 – see below.

In the first output line, the total sum of the operating costs of the network prepared by EPD.

In the second output line, the cost of the network under requirements (1) and (3) only.

In the third line, the id (the number) of the city (cities are number from 0 to n− 1) that is selected to be the center of the network. If
there are multiple solutions, output the smallest number corresponding the to least expensive network.

The fourth line contains the cost of the network that satisfies requirements (1), (2), and (3) – the cost of the network for the best
selection of the network center (the city out-putted in line 2).

Special case of n ≤ 20: after printing the above lines, print the adjacency matrix of the selected edges for the selected least expensive
network satisfying requirements(1) and (2): each matrix entry gives the operating cost for the connection included in the network; not
selected/not existing connections are marked with a single hyphen ’-’.

Note: The output consist of four numbers, one per line. Nothing else is included in the output: no additional spaces,
numbers, text or lines, except for the special case of n ≤ 20.

See the below example:

Example:
For the test set

Input
5 6
0 1 10
0 2 4
0 3 2
1 2 8
2 4 3
3 4 7
0 0
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Output
34
17
2
17
-␣␣-␣␣4␣␣2␣␣-
-␣␣-␣␣8␣␣-␣␣-
4␣␣8␣␣-␣␣-␣␣3
2␣␣-␣␣-␣␣-␣␣-
-␣␣3␣␣-␣␣-␣␣-

Explanation:

Note that ’␣’ denotes a space (made visible here to show the separation).

See the Figure 2 that explains the above input/output example.

Tasks:

This is an individual project: all resources should be clearly identified. The final implementation can be modeled on examples presented
in Practicum.

Your overall task is to develop and implement an efficient algorithm for the above problem. The development is divided into stages:
only the last step is the submission.

• Understanding the problem: work on simple examples. The recent homework assignment includes problems that are relevant.

• Designing a solution; modeling as a graph and identifying the appropriate graph algorithm; developing pseudocode; initial
implementation; testing; experimental analysis;

• Experimental analysis: running, recording runtime results for input sizes: 10, 100, 1000, 10000. For each input size record the
time measured with the time Unix command.

• Final Submission: sources, final report (README)

Submission: General requirements: sources that can be compiled and executed in Multilab, README file that includes a repeated
information from the header comments, with an elaborated description of the algorithm, runtime data collected from running the
program on different input sizes. Do the collected times agree with the theoretical asymptotic running time of your algorithm?

Testing: There are two types of test data that are typically used for testing:

• real data – specific to the problem if task is connected to specific scenario.

• synthetic data

– designed and constructed to test various cases, including boundary cases, such as large instances, rare and dense networks,
networks where one of the cities is connected to all other cities, Test in this group are typically constructed in such a way
that the correct output can be easily established/validated.

– designed and constructed to stress-test the program on large files;

– "random data": multiple input files of different sizes for testing the running time. The output is not always easy to predict.

Grading: The project will be graded based on the following categories:

– submission (completeness, following the requirements and specs, on time)

– comments in the program

– final report (README)

– instructor’s tests: the synopsis for your programs shall be ./a.out < input_file. (Ask if you have questions how to
change code from reading the input from a specifically named file, and reading from the standard input.)
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Figure 2: A sample map followed by the network minimizing the estimated operating costs. Then follow five minimal operating cost
networks that include all the edges connected to a specific city: double-circled node. Those networks are not less expensive. In general,
their operating costs are larger than the cost of network with no requirement (2). However, they may – as it happens in one case with
node 2 – have the cost equal to the least expensive network satisfying (1) and (2). In this case node 2 and the corresponding total
operating costs are reported In this case node 2 and the corresponding total operating costs are reported, followed by the matrix of
the network since the number of vertices is smaller than 20
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